Update on ACP PATNA as on 21.11.14
Govt. files Review in Hon’ble High Court Patna
As told earlier, Govt. filed Review Petition in Hon’ble High Court Patna against the
decision of ACP CAT Patna verdict upheld by Hon’ble Supreme Court. This Review
Petition was dismissed on 22/10/2013 on withdrawal and Govt was allowed to file
Review Petition in Contempt CCPA 22 which PATNA applicants filed when Govt. was
not implementing the order. In this Contempt when personal appearance of
erstwhile CEO was ordered, Deptt. Implemented the CAT PATNA Order. When
Review Petition was dismissed Govt. was allowed to go in Review Petition in this
Contempt.
As we have been highlighting the dangers of filing Individual Cases, Some individuals
pursued in the Ministry to send the file of four cases to DOPT and DOPT advised MIB
to file Review Petition of CCPA 22 in High Court Patna. As per our information MIB
has sent instruction to DG(AIR) to execute the instruction. We have tried to convince
Authorities but could not succeed as DG(AIR) is bound to follow instructions of
Ministry. This Review Petition can adversely effect the cause.
After getting this information, President has contacted Sh. B.K.Roy, Sh. Sudhanshu
and Sh. H.K.Mishra and conveyed all kinds of Support in handling the situation. We
are also discussing the issue with legal experts in Delhi.
Central Office at pain that even after conveying ample times about the danger of
filing Individual cases, Members are not ready to learn any lesson. Some people are
spreading that 650+ people are going to get ACP PATNA which is totally wrong.
Ministry has issued one letter and on the basis of this letter DG(AIR) has started the
data compilation exercise through collecting data from Stations. Merely issuance of a
letter can never be projected as grant of ACP. We must aware that there are negative
forces all around in Management who are enemies of ACP PATNA. But we are not
ready to lean from Past and some people are misusing ACP PATNA for their own
Politics.

Once again we appeal with folded hands ……. Pl. don’t file Individual Cases
because it may later spoil the cause.
Central Office reaffirm, its resolve to do everything for ACP PATNA.

Central Office

